
 

   
 
 
 
 
Abstract:  Gradual typing is an approach for designing programming languages that integrate static and dynamic 
type checking.  Gradual typing gives the programmer fine-grained control over which regions of a program are 
statically checked and which regions are dynamically checked.  Over the last decade, there has been renewed 
interest in such an integration partly due to the rise in popularity of dynamic languages.  They were used to create 
larger programs, which exposed the need for the early error detection and modularity provided by static type 
checking. Gradual typing provides a practical migration path for dynamically typed programs to become more 
statically typed. This talk will give an overview of the state of the art in gradual typing. It will describe a) the major 
challenges in the design and implementationof gradually typed languages, b) the research that has addressed 
many of these challenges, and c) the open problems that need to be solved. The challenges facing gradual typing 
include both theoretical questions and system design problems. On the theoretical side, there are challenges like 
characterizing what gradual typing is, what type soundness should mean, and whether relational parametricity 
can be preserved. On the system design side, there are challenges such as creating language run times that 
implement gradual typing in a time and space-efficient manner. 
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